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it's up to us to light your spirit and 
flames. We do this by making outdoor 
cooking as convenient as possible. 
Because barbecue moments are 
only special when you, as a 
guru, know how to make 
the most delicious 
meals. Italian pizzas, 
low & slow, delicious 
grilled vegetables 
or a fine piece of 
fish or meat. You 
are the guru, we 
make it easy.

We have a passion for outdoor 
cooking. Creating special moments 
with friends and family. We have been 
spreading our message like wildfire 
for years. And we see more and 
more Gurus rising up. They discover 
the charm of enjoying the outdoors 
together around a fire. Cooking 
outdoors creates the ultimate 
sensation of freedom and leisure. 
Whether it's a Tuesday evening, 
Thursday afternoon or Sunday 
evening. It makes no difference 
to us. Together, we make every 
moment a party. Like a genuine guru, 

About Us
Our Grill Guru barbecues are designed and 
built for all seasons. Spring, summer, autumn 
or winter, it doesn’t matter. A Grill Guru 
always maintains the right temperature.

THE CERAMIC COLLECTION | P 5.
Enjoy having an easy barbecue STARTERS ESSENTIALS | P 24.

Get started straightaway with  
these starters essentials

PIZZA GURU  | P 29.
Make scrumptious pizzas  

like a guru

LOW & SLOW | P 32.
Discover the versatility of the Grill Guru

THE FLIP GRID SYSTEM | P 14.
Discover the versatility of the Flip Grid

BBQ, THE EASY WAY | P 35.
Make barbecuing extra easy 

with these products

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE | P 18.
Other barbecues 

SAFETY & MAINTENANCE | P 44.
Enjoy yourself in a safe and carefree 

way with these products

in this guide
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THE  
CERAMIC 

COLLECTION
Have an enjoyable and easy barbecue with  

our original kamado
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BAKE

SMOKEGO SLOW

What can 
you do 
with a 

ceramic 
BBQ?

PIZZA

GRILL



Discover the pure 
taste of a charcoal 
barbecue!
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The Grill Guru kamado is made of high-grade 
ceramics, steel, cast iron and hardwood. The kamado 
is able to withstand high temperatures. This means 
that you can use a variety of cooking methods 
such as smoking, steaming, baking, roasting and 
grilling. You can even smoke or cook food with 
this winner. Prepare meat, fish or vegetables and 
discover the pure taste of a charcoal grill.

1 POWDER COATED TOP  
VENTILATION DISC

2 HANDY DOME THERMOMETER FOR 
SMOKING, GRILLING AND BAKING

3
INTERIOR FIRE PIT AND CROWN 
BURNER MADE OF REFRACTORY 
CERAMICS

4 POWDER COATED FRAME ON CASTOR 
WHEELS INCLUDING 2 WITH BRAKES

5 TWO HANDY BAMBOO  
FOLDAWAY SIDE TABLES

6 COMPLETE WITH PLATE SETTER, RAIN 
COVER AND FLIP GRID SYSTEM

7 HIGH-GRADE CERAMICS
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SIZE GUIDE     
XL LARGE MEDIUM COMPACT COTABLETOP

Diameter 65 56 51 40 35 X 17.5

Warranty* 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 2 years

Height with stand 131 125 115 59 18

Easy to open hinge

Including Flip Grid - - -

Crown burner -

Side tables - -

Portable - - -

* on ceramic exterior

Grill Guru 2022 Collection



GRILL GURU ORIGINAL XL
The Grill Guru Original XL, the BIG BOY from the Grill Guru 
Original series provides you with the pure taste of a 
charcoal grill. Made of high-grade refractory ceramics 
with a 20 year Grill Guru warranty. Complete with a mobile 
frame and two handy bamboo foldaway side tables.

     
EAN | 8720365857324

GGO220

THE SPECS:
»  Powder-coated top ventilation disc. 

»  Stainless steel grill rack ø 56 cm. 

»  Handy thermometer for smoking, grilling and baking.

»  Interior fire pit and crown burner made of refractory ceramics.

»  Powder-coated frame on castor wheels including 2 with brakes.

»  Two handy bamboo foldaway side tables.

»  Complete with plate setter, rain cover, ash poker and a flip grid grill.

»  Height including chassis 131 cm. 

»  ø exterior 65 cm and interior 58.5 cm.

»  Includes a 20-year warranty on the ceramic  
outer shell of the Grill Guru.

ORIGINAL XL
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GRILL GURU ORIGINAL LARGE
The Grill Guru Original Large is the ultimate classic in this series. Regardless 
of whether you are barbecuing with 2 or 8 people, low and slow, or high 
and fast. Smoked hot or cold, pizza, bavette or grilled courgette, you can 
make the most fantastic dishes all year round with this Large BBQ.

     
EAN | 8720365857331

GGO221

GRILL GURU ORIGINAL LARGE SOLO
The Grill Guru Original Large Kamado Solo,  
specially designed for placing in a BBQ cabinet. 

Excluding: Side tables, Base and Rain cover

     
EAN | 8720365857348

GGO221S

THE SPECS:
»  Powder-coated top ventilation disc. 

»  Stainless steel grill rack ø 46 cm. 

»  Handy thermometer for smoking, grilling and baking.

»  Interior fire pit and crown burner made 
of refractory ceramics.

»  Powder-coated frame on castor wheels 
including 2 with brakes.

»  Two handy bamboo foldaway side tables.

»  Complete with plate setter, rain cover, 
ash poker and a flip grid grill.

»  Height including chassis 125 cm. 

»  ø exterior 56 cm and interior 50 cm.

»  Includes a 20-year warranty on the ceramic  
outer shell of the Grill Guru.

ORIGINAL
LARGE

NEW
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GRILL GURU ORIGINAL MEDIUM
The Grill Guru Original Medium is a fine practical size where 
you get a complete kamado in a manageable design.

     
EAN | 8720365857355

GGO222

GRILL GURU ORIGINAL MEDIUM SOLO
The Grill Guru Original Medium Kamado Solo,  
specially designed for placing in a BBQ cabinet. 

Excluding: Side tables, Base and Rain cover

     
EAN | 8720365858062

GGO222S

THE SPECS:
»  Powder-coated top ventilation disc. 

»  Stainless steel grill rack ø 40 cm. 

»  Handy thermometer for smoking, grilling and baking.

»  Interior fire pit and crown burner made of refractory ceramics.

»  Powder-coated frame on castor wheels including 2 with brakes.

»  Two handy bamboo foldaway side tables.

»  Complete with plate setter, rain cover and ash poker.

»  Height including chassis 115 cm. 

»  ø exterior 51 cm and interior 45 cm.

»  Includes a 20-year warranty on the ceramic  
outer shell of the Grill Guru.

ORIGINAL
MEDIUM

NEW
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GRILL GURU ORIGINAL COMPACT
The Grill Guru Compact, the smallest friend among the 
kamados. Taste the pure flavour of a charcoal grill with 
this compact kamado, which also works perfectly at 
a picnic spot, on the veranda or on the roof terrace. 
Very complete, attractively priced and made of high-
grade refractory ceramics with a 20-year Grill Guru 
warranty. See page 37 for the Grill Guru High Level 
Stand for barbecuing comfortably at working height.

     
EAN | 8720365857362

GGO223

GRILL GURU GRILL TABLE COMPACT
Extremely handy universal grill table with stainless steel worktop 
which your kamado compact fits into perfectly. Mobile due to two 
sturdy castor wheels at the front and handy stainless steel handle/
hang bar at the back. Stained pinewood FSC certified and fitted 
with two extra shelves, one of which has a stainless steel plate for 
putting the kamado on. Suitable for most kamados with a diameter 
of up to ø 42 cm. Height 90 cm width 104 cm depth 58 cm.

THE SPECS:
»  Powder-coated top ventilation disc. 

»  Stainless steel grill rack ø 33 cm. 

»  Handy thermometer for smoking, grilling and baking.

»  Interior fire pit and crown burner made of refractory ceramics.

»  Powder-coated frame on castor wheels including 2 with brakes.

»  Two handy bamboo foldaway side tables.

»  Complete with plate setter, rain cover and ash poker.

»  ø exterior 40 cm and interior 36 cm.

»  Includes a 20-year warranty on the ceramic  
outer shell of the Grill Guru.

ORIGINAL
COMPACT

WOOD | GG-TABLE-COMPACT

 
EAN | 8720365853579

BLACK | GG-TABLE-BLACK

 
EAN | 8720365856532
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COMPACT
THE SPECS:
»  Cast iron coal rack

»  Stainless steel grill rack with a 
surface area of 35 x 17.5 cm. 

»  Portable weighing 8KG

»  Including a 2-year warranty on the ceramic body. 

»  Ideal to use with binchotan charcoal 
for grilling the Japanese way. 

TABLETOP
GRILL GURU TABLETOP 

Enjoy the convenience of this easy-to-go ceramic tabletop 
grill outdoors on your table. You can savour the pure 
taste of a charcoal grill in everything you cook on it. The 
fully ceramic body is placed in a metal poweder-coated 
carrying frame with two bamboo handles. 

     
EAN | 8720365857386

GGO225

NEW
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Enjoy the versatility that the  
Flip Grid system offers.

THE 
FLIP GRID 
SYSTEM
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CHICKEN SITTER

FRY PAN

PIZZA 
INSERT

BURNING GRATE

FLIP GRID GRILL

ARE YOU ALREADY FAMILIAR 
WITH THE FLIP GRID?
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GRILL GURU STAINLESS STEEL FLIP GRID LARGE  

The stainless steel rack provides the perfect base and, 
thanks to the removable centre piece, you can easily 
combine it with the various accessories such as the cast-
iron pan, grill rack and pizza stone. Super Easy!

     
EAN | 8720168010643

GS101

GRILL GURU BIRD SITTER  

De Grill Guru Bird Sitter is a real winner. It's great 
to be able to make two dishes at the same time. 
Stand the chicken upright and place potatoes or 
vegetables around it to grill along with it. Perfect for 
a delicious and pure meal for about four people.

     
EAN | 8720168010681

GS105
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GRILL GURU REVERSE PLANCHA RING FLIP  

The Reverse Plancha Ring Flip is a cast iron ring which you can use to fry burgers, 
among other things. In the middle of this ring, there is room for one of the other 
Flip Grid accessories, so that you can prepare several dishes at the same time.

     
EAN | 8720365857577

GG728

GRILL GURU DUTCH OVEN REVERSIBLE  

Looking for even more options for your kamado? With the Grill Guru Reversible Dutch 
Oven, you can make delicious soups, stews and vegetables on your 
kamado. The lid of the Dutch Oven is a lid and pan in one, so you can use 
it in all sorts of ways! And it even fits on the Grill Guru flip Grid. This cast 
iron pan is pre-seasoned, so you can start using it straightaway.

     
EAN | 8720168010698

GS106

GRILL GURU CAST IRON BURNING GRATE 

Want perfectly grilled meat, fish, or vegetables, straight from the barbecue? Then the 
Grill Guru Cast Iron Burning Grate is exactly what you need! The cast iron reaches high 
and consistent temperatures, which makes this rack perfect for grilling. This grill also 
produces those perfect grill stripes.

     
EAN | 8720168010650

GS102

GRILL GURU CAST IRON GRIDDLE / FRYING PAN 

You can prepare your food at very high temperatures with the Grill Guru Iron Griddle. The 
cast-iron pan provides perfect heat distribution so that your dishes are cooked through 
evenly. Thanks to the handles, you can easily put it on the barbecue.

     
EAN | 8720168010674

GS104

GRILL GURU PIZZA INSERT
Would you like to make a delicious pizza on your barbecue? Then use the 
Grill Guru Pizza Insert. You can remove the middle piece, which makes 
it easy to combine it with a variety of accessories, such as a cast-iron 
pan, pizza stone or grill rack. Its handles make it easy to hold.

     
EAN | 8720168010667

GS103
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SOMETHING  
FOR 

EVERYONE
You're not looking for a kamado barbecue? You 
have also come to the right place at Grill Guru.



With the Grill Guru Easy Asia, you can not only barbecue, 
but also use it to prepare delicious wok meals. It is a wok 
burner that you can use outdoors. So you won’t need to 
go inside when cooking outdoors. Connect it to a gas tank, 
and you are all set to stir fry! Of course, you can also use 
the Easy Asia to quickly heat up your food. The wok burner 
comes with a bamboo wok brush and a wok pan.

     
EAN | 8720168017079

GG-WS-01

NEW

EASY ASIA

GRILL GURU CLASSIC KETTLE 22”
Would you rather cook on a classic charcoal barbecue 
than on a kamado? Then the Grill Guru Classic Kettle 22 
Inch is perfect for you! Ash is captured by the ash tray 
underneath the barbecue. The temperature gauge on the 
lid makes it easy to keep an eye on the temperature.

     
EAN | 8720168016980

GG-KT-22

»  Bottle opener for effortlessly opening drink bottles. 

»  Easy to clean and rust-proof.

»  Enamelled rack with warming rack, easy to clean.

»  Bottle opener for effortlessly opening drink bottles.

»  Thermometer with handy temperature control.

»  Side burner can be used for boiling 
water, milk or making coffee.

»  Trolley with base plate for storage.

»  Easy to move thanks to four sturdy wheels, 
two of which have brakes.

NEW
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GRILL GURU PICNIC (TO GO)
Grill Guru Picnic - The handy small charcoal grill 
for a scrumptious meal in the outdoor air. In the 
park, on the beach or at the campsite, it doesn't 
matter where you are. Now you can enjoy an 
authentic barbecue anywhere you like!

     
EAN | 8720168017062

GG-PC-01

NEW



2 BURNER | GG-PL-01

 
EAN | 8720168016966

3 BURNER | GG-PL-02

 
EAN | 8720168016973

GRILL GURU POWERPLATES
Be the star of the party! You can easily serve hamburgers, 
shish kebabs, chicken wings and amazing bacon and 
egg sandwiches on the table thanks to the Grill Guru 
Powerplate. Needless to say, vegetables, large and small, 
can also be perfectly cooked on this all-rounder.

»  Consistent temperature.

»  Easy to clean.

»  Perfect for side dishes and toasted buns.

»  Works on gas.

GRILL GURU POWERPLATE  
PLANCHA TOOL KIT
You can make your set complete with the Grill Guru 
Plancha Powerplate Tool Kit.The Tool Kit comprises: 1 
large spatula, 1 small spatula, Scraper, 2 sauce bottles.

     
EAN | 8720168017000

GG-PL-03
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GRILL GURU FIRE PIT 

This firepit provides plenty of light and warmth and creates 
a cosy atmosphere in the garden or on the patio. Put wood 
in the fire pit and enjoy the wonderfully warm fire. Thanks 
to the coating, the firepit will not rust easily. Prefer a fire 
bowl? Then take a look at the Grill Guru Fire Bowl.

     
EAN | 8720168014498

GG207

GRILL GURU FIRE BOWL Ø 80 CM  

As summer evenings cool down, it can get quite chilly when 
sitting outdoors. You can solve that problem with the Grill Guru 
Fire Bowl! Put some wood in the bowl, light it, and voilà, no more 
cold hands and feet. This Fire Bowl is made of steel and has a 
diameter of 80cm. Would you rather have a fire pit? Then take a 
look at the Grill Guru Fire Pit.

     
EAN | 8720168017215

GG240

GRILL GURU TRIPOD AND DUTCH OVEN SET IN BOX 

You can use this set to cook over a campfire the traditional 
way. The tripod keeps it firmly on the ground, and because 
you can fold it up, it's easy to transport. It can also be used in 
combination with the Grill Guru Fire Bowl or Fire Pit. Hang the 
Dutch oven on the chain above the fire and get cooking!

     
EAN | 8720168014467

GG219
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GRILL GURU GRILLERETTE PIZZA SET  

What about a pizza on your Grillerette? No problem! Your 
pizzas will be really crispy and delicious thanks to the 
pizza stone. Suitable for all models of the Grillerette.

     
EAN | 8719322165930

GRD-11-PIZZASET

GRILL GURU GRILLERETTE RING & RACK 

A ring and grill that takes grilling to a higher level. ... 
Can be combined with the Grillerette lid.

     
EAN | 8719322165923

GRD-11-RING&RACK

GRILL GURU GRILLERETTE GRID, LID & THERMOMETER 

Use the Grill Guru lid to make your meat, fish or vegetables even juicier! The 
temperature can be controlled even better by using the lid with the thermometer.

     
EAN | 8719322166098

GRD-11+LID+TH

GRILL GURU GRILLERETTE CAST ALUMINIUM GRILL PLATE
The aluminium baking tray is ideally suited for grilling. Aluminium gives 
off more consistent heat than, for example, stainless steel. You can easily 
get perfect grill marks on your dish with the aluminium griddle.

     
EAN | 8719322165947

GRD-11-CAST

GRILL GURU GRILLERETTE DELUXE  

You can easily grill/barbecue with charcoal with this Grill 
Guru Grillerette. Thanks to the unique battery-powered fan, 
you can blow air across the charcoal to heat up or cool 
down the BBQ. This means that the BBQ is ready to use in 
just 3 minutes. Due to its unique design, the coals never 
come into contact with the fat and liquids coming off the 
meat. Grilling surface is 29 cm. Carrying case included.

     
EAN | 8720168011121

GRD-12GREY
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Get started straightaway with these  
starters essentials

STARTERS 
ESSENTIALS



GRILL GURU CAST IRON GRID
If you really want the best of the best from your Grill Guru, then you should grill your 
food on a cast iron grid. Cast iron gives a more consistent heat than stainless steel and 
is a better conductor, which makes it ideal for grilling. It's easy to get perfect grill marks 
on your dishes. The Grill Guru cast iron grid is made of the finest quality cast iron.

| GG322     EAN | 8720168010711

| GG323     EAN | 8719322160768

| GG324     EAN | 8720168010728

| GG124     EAN | 8719322168573

GRILL GURU STAINLESS STEEL GRID COMPACT
Handy stainless steel grill racks for the Grill Guru Compact. Diameter is 34 cm. 

     
EAN | 8719322164599

GG203

GRILL GURU GRILL ELEVATOR
The grill rack is an extra tier on top of your grill. This gives you 60% extra grilling 
surface and lets you place meat, fish and vegetables a little further away from 
the fire for slow cooking or to keep them warm. Thanks to the extra tier, you can 
prepare a lot on your kamado and separate different products more easily.

| GG133 EAN | 8719322168665

| GG135 EAN | 8720365858079

| GG134 EAN | 8719322168672
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GRILL GURU ASH POKER 

You can always stir up the flames to a nice blaze with this ash poker made entirely 
of chrome. Also very handy if you want to remove any ash from the Grill Guru. This is 
done by inserting the ash poker in the ventilation grid and then pushing the ash out. 
This is how you prevent small ash particles from accumulating in your Grill Guru.

     
EAN | 8720168010636

GG506

GRILL GURU SPATULA
You can use the Grill Guru Hamburger Spatula to flip hamburgers easily 
and perfectly. Indispensable in the kitchen or around a barbecue.

     
EAN | 8720365857775

GG738

GRILL GURU BBQ SILCON BRUSH
You can easily rub meat, fish or dough evenly with the Grill 
Guru BBQ Brush. So, indispensable for your BBQ. 

     
EAN | 8720365857676

GG733

GRILL GURU DRIP PAN
It is better to catch the juices of your product when you work with the 
ceramic hot plate. Oer else these will drip onto the plate and this can 
cause smoke to accumulate in the Grill Guru. You can catch everything with 
this drip tray. Another tip: baste your meat or fish with this juice.

| GG326     EAN | 8720168010735

| GG129     EAN | 8719322168627

| GG325     EAN | 8720168010742

| GG130     EAN | 8719322168634

NEW

NEW
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GRILL GURU ONE MINUTE LIGHTER  

Light your BBQ in less than a minute with this electric One minute Lighter.  
One of the handiest accessories from Grill Guru. No more messing around with 
firelighters. By far the safest way to light your BBQ or to add more heat to the fire 
in between. Also ideal for use in your fireplace. Power cord length 2 metres.

     
EAN | 8719322169549

GG102

GRILL GURU TOOL BOX 

The Grill Guru Toolbox lets you store all your BBQ tools in one place. Plenty of room for 
the One Minute Lighter, Pliers, Brush, Bear Claws and other items. Robust, lockable and 
easy to transport. Dimensions (LxWxH): 52cm x 20cm x 18.5cm Weight: 2.5 kilograms.

     
EAN | 8720168014504

GG605

GRILL GURU BBQ TOOL SET 6 TOOLS
You have all the tools you need for a wonderful barbecue with the Grill Guru BBQ 
Tool Set. The set includes a spatula, BBQ fork, silicone brush, tongs, skewers and 
a brush. Made of stainless steel, they come with a soft, comfortable handle. 
The set comes in a carrying bag, which is ideal for taking it with you!

     
EAN | 8720168017222

GG238
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GRILL GURU KAMADO CHARCOAL OAK 10 KG
You get 10 kilograms of the finest quality charcoal with the charcoal 
from Grill Guru. This charcoal is easy to light and burns for a long time 
and evenly. What's more, this charcoal has a very mild aroma.

     
EAN | 8719322163660

GG110

GRILL GURU CORN COBS 4 KG 

Grill Guru Grill coals are made of charred corn kernels from Europe. 
A natural raw material that is sustainably recycled into grilling coal. 
Packaged in a 2 KG paper bag with handy carrying handle. 

Quick and easy to light, starts glowing in just 5 minutes. It burns wonderfully 
and evenly and lends a delicious flavour to your cooking. 

     
EAN | 8720663980991

GG755

GRILL GURU KAMADO CHARCOAL 4 KG 

When you buy the charcoal from Grill Guru, you buy the finest quality charcoal. 
The charcoal is easy to light, burns for a long time and evenly. 
What's more, this charcoal has a very mild aroma.

     
EAN | 8720365852671

GG143-TU

NEW



You can prepare delicious pizzas on your 
barbecue with these fantastic pizza accessories.  

Buon appetito!

PIZZA 
GURU



GRILL GURU PIZZA BOX
Making your own pizza is easy with the Grill Guru Pizza 
Box. The Pizza Box fits perfectly on the Grill Guru Asia gas 
burners, but can also be used on most gas hobs and 
open gas barbecues. Place the metal pizza box on your 
open barbecue or gas hob and heat it up to between 
200 and 250 degrees Celsius, you can easily read the 
temperature on the thermometer. The special pizza stone 
and compact design make this the ideal pizza oven.

This pizza box is not suitable for use with a kamado. 
Would you still like to make pizzas on your kamado? Check 
which Grill Guru Pizza Stone is suitable for your model. 

Will you be using the Pizza Box on a hob or gas 
burner? In that case, bear in mind that the width 
of the support must be at least 25 cm.

     
EAN | 8720663980977

GG754

GRILL GURU PIZZA TOOL KIT
If you want to have a pizza ready in one go, go for 
the Grill Guru Pizza Set. The set includes one Pizza 
Board, a slicer, a grater and a spatula. Perfect for 
both the preparation and for serving it up! 

      
EAN | 8720365857911

GG745

Pair with the 
Grill Guru 
Easy Asia!

GG-WS-01

NEW

NEW
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GRILL GURU PIZZA & BAKING STONES
The tastiest stone oven pizza straight from your kamado BBQ! Baking 
pizza on your ceramic BBQ is of course something you do with the pizza 
stone from Grill Guru. The pizza stones from Grill Guru are made of special 
cordierite ceramic and are manufactured at very high temperatures. 
This makes them ideal for baking pizza at high temperatures.

| GG120 EAN | 8719322160751 Ø 38 cm

| GG141 EAN | 8720168013699 Ø 36 cm

| GG122 EAN | 8719322168559 Ø 26 cm

GRILL GURU PIZZA CUTTER
You can use this pizza cutter to cut pizzas in half in one simple movement. Made of  
high-quality stainless steel and fitted with a black handle. Dimensions 3.5 x 11.5 cm.  
The Grill Guru pizza cutter can be washed in the dishwasher.

     
EAN | 8720365857812

GG740

GRILL GURU PIZZA PEEL STEEL FOLDABLE
Would you like to use your kamado or BBQ as a real pizza oven? Then the 
foldable pizza shovel from Grill Guru is ideal. This stainless steel pizza shovel 
with a foldable plastic handle is perfect for preparing your pizza and then 
putting it on the pizza stone. Also ideal for serving and slicing up your pizza.

     
EAN | 8719322168566

GG123

GRILL GURU PIZZA SCREEN Ø 28 CM 

Does your pizza always stick to the pizza stone? The Grill Guru Pizza 
Screen is the perfect solution for this! Place the pizza base on the plate 
and put it in the oven. A crispy crust will form through the small holes. 
When the pizza is ready, you can use the Grill Guru Pizza Peel to lift it 
off the plate. Voilà, a deliciously round pizza with a crispy crust!

Not dishwasher safe.

     
EAN | 8720168019080

GG142
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A Grill Guru ceramic barbecue is extremely versatile. One of 
the main advantages is the slow & low cooking option. Find out 

which products you can use for that here. 

LOW & 
SLOW



GRILL GURU BEAR CLAWS  

The Grill Guru Bear Claws are the perfect tool for pulled pork or pulled chicken. You 
can use them to easily pick up your pulled pork, pulled chicken, roast or spareribs 
straight from the BBQ. Made of plastic that can be put in the dishwasher. 

      
EAN | 8719322169617

GG107

GRILL GURU MARINADE INJECTOR PLASTIC 

Would you like to marinade the meat or fish thoroughly and not just taste the 
marinade on the outside? Then marinate your meat or fish from the inside by 
using a marinade syringe. This results in a deliciously tender and tasty dish. 
Particularly ideal if you want to prepare larger pieces of meat or fish.

     
EAN | 8719322168658

GG132

GRILL GURU SMOKER BOX
Crazy about smoked food? Then the Smoker Box is a must-have. Easily 
add a smoky aroma to your barbecue dishes with this box. From hickory 
and apple to that genuine oak flavour. Place the box in the coals or 
on your grill rack and let the smoke box smoulder away. The Grill Guru 
Smoker Box can also be filled with herbs for even more flavour.

     
EAN | 8719322160652

GG111

GRILL GURU SPARE RIB RACK  

Make the perfect spareribs with the Grill Guru rib rack. The rack is extra 
spacious so that your spare ribs can cook thoroughly all the way through. 
The rack is 40 cm in length and suitable for the Grill Guru Large and XL.

      
EAN | 8719322160713

GG117

GRILL GURU TUBE SMOKER KIT
Cold smoking various pieces of meat or fish is made easy with the Grill 
Guru Cold Smoke Generator. Fill the Cold Smoke Generator with smoke dust 
and light a tea candle at the beginning to let the smoke dust smoulder. The 
wood chips will slowly smoulder and the meat or fish will be smoked.

     
EAN | 8719322164612

GG205
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GRILL GURU ROTISSERIE 

The removable rotisserie has a powerful motor and large blades. 
The rotisserie spit is easy to adjust and is therefore compatible 
with all types of kamado. Medium, Large and XL.

     
EAN | 8720168010544

GG460

GRILL GURU ROTISSERIE SKEWER RACK  

The easy way to grill the most delicious skewers is with the Grill Guru Rotisserie 
Skewer Rack. You can easily fit this accessory to your kamado with the Grill 
Guru Rotisserie and since the Skewer Rack rotates, food will cook evenly 
and not burn so quickly. Make vegetable and meat skewers for the main 
course or try making fruit skewers for dessert. Simple and saves time.

     
EAN | 8720168017154

GG462

GRILL GURU ROTISSERIE FLAT RACK 

Thanks to the Grill Guru Rotisserie Flat Rack, you no longer have to stand over the 
barbecue all the time to turn over meat. It is the ideal solution for food which normally 
cannot be placed on the rotisserie spit. Because it rotates, food will cook evenly and 
will not burn so quickly. Perfect for fish, hamburgers and different types of vegetables.  
Prepare a whole meal and let the Grill Guru Rotisserie with Flat Rack do the work for you.

     
EAN | 8720168017147

GG461

GRILL GURU LOW & SLOW TOOL KIT  

The Bear Claws, Injector, Cast Iron Pot & Brush and the Smoke Box are the perfect 
combination of tools for any low & slow session. You can now make yourself some  
delicious pulled chicken on your own BBQ, marinate meat all the way through, easily rub 
your spare ribs and turn your kamado into a smoke oven.

     
EAN | 8720365857935

GG726

GRILLL GURU COLD SMOKER TOOL KIT  

The Cold Smoker Set comprises a smoker box and smoking wood. 
With the help of this set, you can easily cold smoke meat or fish. 
The wood in the smoke box will gradually smoulder after the tea 
candle is lit. This gives the meat or fish a unique flavour.

     
EAN | 8720365857751

GG737

NEW

NEW
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Cooking with the Grill Guru is made even easier with these 
products. BBQ occasions, the easy way!

BBQ, THE  
EASY WAY
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GRILL GURU BLUETOOTH THERMOMETER
Barbecuing does not have to be difficult if you make use of a thermometer. 
You will always get the perfect cooking results when you use the Grill Guru 
Bluetooth thermometer. You have everything under control thanks to the 
two probes. You can actually follow the cooking process remotely from your 
armchair, through the bluetooth connection and your Grill Guru app.

     
EAN | 8720168010551

GG451

GRILL GURU BLUETOOTH DOME THERMOMETER
Barbecuing does not have to be difficult if you make use of a thermometer. 
You will always get the perfect cooking results when you use the Grill 
Guru Bluetooth® thermometer. Use the special App on your smartphone to 
check the temperature on the probes remotely. This Bluetooth®-enabled 
device sends an alarm to your phone when the food reaches the set 
core temperature. Thanks to its magnetic base, this grill thermometer 
always stays in place. The perfect addition to any barbecue!

     
EAN | 8720168017161

GG463

GRILL GURU MEAT PIN WIRELESS THERMOMETER 

Give yourself some peace of mind with this handy wireless thermometer from Grill 
Guru! Follow the cooking process from a distance with the special app on your 
smartphone. The easiest way to check whether meat is evenly cooked every time. 
Sit at the table and get a notification when you need to do something. It's so easy!

     
EAN | 8720365857997 

GG749

NEW
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GRILL GURU THE GRILL GURU STATION  

With its very fast response time, this thermometer is ideal 
for professionals and discerning connoisseurs.

     
EAN | 8720365859298

GG752

GRILL GURU CORE THERMOMETER 

A good core thermometer is very handy to make sure that you get the meat or 
fish just right. The Grill Guru Core Thermometer lets you know the temperature of 
your meat or fish on the barbecue within 2-4 seconds. Once you have it, you will 
almost not be able to do without this handy Grill Guru Core Thermometer.

     
EAN | 8719322169624

GG108

GRILL GURU ANALOG THERMOMETER SET (3 PCS) 

To measure is to know! As a true meat lover, you simply cannot do without 
the Grill Guru Meat Thermometer. It is very easy to prepare delicious 
and tender meat with this thermometer. The packaging contains three 
thermometers. The thermometers contain a silicone ring that can handle 
up to 180 degrees C. Do not use above 180 degrees C! Also do not place 
the product in direct contact with an open flame. Always insert the 
thermometer into the thickest part of the meat to check the temperature.

     
EAN | 8720365857898

GG750

GRILL GURU MELT DOME
The Grill Guru Melt dome makes it very easy to perfectly melt cheese. 
On a burger, for example. And it can do more. It shortens the cooking 
time, and the melt dome gives your dish an extra smokey BBQ flavour. 
It can also be used when serving up food, if you have a butler.

| GG454L     EAN | 8720168010575

| GG454M     EAN | 8720168010582

NEW

NEW

NEW
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GRILL GURU HIGH LEVEL STAND FOR COMPACT 

A stand for your Grill Guru Compact for barbecuing comfortably at working height. 
Made of black coated steel and including four locking clamps so that your Grill 
Guru is firmly held in place.

     
EAN | 8719322164575

GG201

GRILL GURU CAST IRON COOKING PLATE & HOLDER
This cast iron cooking plate can be used on any barbecue. Really handy if you 
want to quickly put something on the barbecue, like vegetables, potatoes, fish or 
shrimps. The cooking plate is fully pre-seasoned and ready to use. A bamboo board is 
supplied with the plate so that the cast iron cooking plate can be carried to the table 
easily without burning your hands. The board can also be used as a pot holder

| GG125     EAN | 8719322168580

| GG606     EAN | 8720168014474

GRILL GURU CAST IRON FRY PAN
The cast iron frypan is an asset to any kamado BBQ. Ideal for preparing 
vegetables. Cast iron is a durable material that lasts a long time and is wear-
resistant. Cast iron is fabricated from an alloy of iron and carbon and is 
suitable for baking, as well as for the cooking soups and stews. Cast iron 
allows you to cook for a long time on a low flame with consistent heat.

| GG612     EAN | 8720168011947

| GG613     EAN | 8720168011954

STAINLESS STEEL PLANCHA  

The stainless steel Plancha plate adds even more options to your 
Grill Guru. Create the most delicious dishes. Grill meat, vegetables 
or fish on a steady heat source for the best results.

     
EAN | 8719322164605

GG204
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GRILL GURU CAST IRON HALF-MOON GRIDDLE  

The Grill Guru Half Moon Grill plate is a very handy grill plate for 
the Grill Guru Large or other similar barbecues. One side can be 
used as a flat grill, while the other side is ribbed so that it can be 
used for marinated meat or steak and liquids can drain off. The 
Grill Guru half-moon grill plate is made of high-grade cast iron.

     
EAN | 8719322160720

GG118

GRILL GURU CAST IRON DUTCH OVEN
Interested in even more options for the Grill Guru? You can 
also use the Grill Guru Dutch Oven to make hearty soups 
and stews on your kamado. The cast iron pans from Grill 
Guru are suitable for all heat sources and are renowned 
for their even heat distribution. In terms of design, they 
are timeless and are made of the finest materials. With a 
capacity of about 3 litres (31cm), the Grill Guru cast iron 
pan Large is ideal for meals for four to six people.

| GG615  EAN | 8720168011978

| GG128 EAN | 8719322168610
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GRILL GURU FIRE STARTER
You can light your charcoal barbecue easily with the Grill Guru 
Firestarter. Fill the metal starter with charcoal or briquettes together 
with a lighter cube and then light it. When the charcoal or briquettes 
are coated with a white layer, then that’s when they are hot enough.  
Spread them out on your barbecue and the party can get started.

Caution! Do not use the Firestarter on a kamado. 
Do not use briquettes in a kamado.

     
EAN | 8720168010773

GG230

GRILL GURU BBQ TONGS
BBQ tongs are an indispensable accessory when barbecuing These BBQ tongs from 
Grill Guru are made of stainless steel and have a robust plastic handle. These tongs 
give you a perfect grip on large pieces of meat as well as more delicate dishes.

     
EAN | 8720365857652

GG732

GRILL GURU FISH & VEGGIE BASKET
Thanks to the Fish & Vegetable bowl, you can easily prepare fish, shrimps 
or small vegetables and prevent your fish from sticking to the grill 
rack. This dish is made of stainless steel and is therefore extra easy 
to look after. Of course, you can easily use this with meat too.

     
EAN | 8720365857850

GG742

GRILL GURU TORTILLA TOOL KIT
Make delicious tortillas, wraps, rotis, flatbreads or tacos in no time at all. With the 
powerful aluminium press with a diameter of 24 cm, this can be done in a flash. 
Made of aluminium with red powder coating for easy cleaning (not dishwasher 
safe). (Also included in this Grill Guru Tortilla Set is a tortilla/taco holder. This is how 
you can treat your family or friends to homemade tacos or tortillas just like that.

Press size 24 cm x 22 cm x 11 cm. Holder size 26 cm x 10 cm x 5.5 cm.

     
EAN | 8720365857973

GG748

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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GRILL GURU PLATE SETTER
Would you like to use indirect methods of cooking, such as smoking a whole chicken or 
salmon, slow-cooking large pieces of meat or roasting spare ribs and pulled pork? Then 
you need the plate setter (heat deflector). This ceramic heat plate allows the Grill Guru 
to function like an oven. Your meat, vegetables or fish will no longer burn and will cook 
through evenly. A plate setter is also indispensable for making the most delectable pizzas. 
In combination with a pizza stone, of course. The ceramic plate setter is made up of two 
parts: the stainless steel holder and a separate round stone made of cordierite ceramic.

| GG101L EAN | 8720168010599

| GG101M EAN | 8720168017116

| GG201C EAN | 8720168010612

GRILL GURU CHARCOAL BASKET LARGE
Really handy stainless steel container to put your charcoal in. The handy 
devider allows you to separate it into a direct and indirect fire source.  
This Charcoal Basket also enables a more economical use of charcoal.

     
EAN | 8719322164667

GG226

GRILL GURU SPEED BLOWER
With the Speed Blower, the temperature will rise incredibly 
quickly. The air blown in by the Speed Blower creates an extremely 
hot fire. Fits on the Medium, Large and XL Grill Guru.

      
EAN | 8720168010568

GG453

GRILL GURU CUTTING BOARD BAMBOO 3 CM
This wooden bamboo cutting board is made of strong and durable material that 
provides the perfect surface for cutting. The hard material is highly resistant to 
moisture and therefore easy to clea

     
EAN | 8720365857737

GG736

GRILL GURU CUTTING BOARD EXTRA THICK BAMBOO 5 CM 

In need of a good, strong cutting board? Then the Grill Guru Cutting Board is perfect for 
you! This board is made of sturdy bamboo. The handles on the side make it easy to move 
the board and the groove on the side catches fruit and meat juices.

     
EAN | 8720168017192

GG232

NEW
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GRILL GURU HAMBURGER SPATULA
You can use the Grill Guru Hamburger Spatula to flip hamburgers easily 
and perfectly. Indispensable in the kitchen or around a barbecue.

     
EAN | 8720168017185

GG237

GRILL GURU CHICKEN SITTER CERAMIC 

Who doesn't know the classic dish of chicken on beer? A delicious chicken grilled on the 
outside and steamed on the inside with aromatic beer. This ceramic chicken sitter provides 
extra stability for your chicken and prevents it from falling over. What's more, you can also 
vary the recipe, such as chicken with wine, or chicken with soy sauce which is also delicious!

Warning: If this ceramic chicken sitter is cracked or broken, do not use 
it again. Ceramic splinters may then end up in the chicken.

     
EAN | 8719322169600

GG106

GRILL GURU GRILL MAT
Don't feel like having burned fish, meat or vegetables on your barbecue? Then use the 
Grill Guru Grill Mat. All you have to do is put the mat on your barbecue, then put the meat 
or fish on top of it. The mat makes sure that your meat or fish won't stick to the grill.

     
EAN | 8719322164674

GG227

GRILL GURU BAKING STEEL 

Even more options with your Grill Guru kamado thanks to this baking 
steel with a diameter of 35 cm. Made of steel with an enamelled coating. 
Perfect for baking, making pizzas or as a teppanyaki plate.

     
EAN | 8719322164643

GG222
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Safety above everything else! These products allow you to 
enjoy cooking outdoors safely and without any concerns. 

SAFETY & 
MAINTENANCE



GRILL GURU GRILL CLIPPER 

Do you want to remove the Grill Guru grill while it is still hot? Of course, 
you can't do this with your bare hands, but with the stainless steel grill 
gripper. Suitable for all Grill Guru sizes and stainless steel grills.

     
EAN | 8719322169570

GG103

GRILL GURU HIGH HEAT GLOVES
Always be careful not to burn your fingers when barbecuing. Fortunately, 
there are these gloves from Grill Guru. They are made out of Nomex and Kevlar, 
extremely heat resistant and incredibly tough. You can easily remove a stainless 
steel grill rack from your Grill Guru with these gloves. One size fits all.

     
EAN | 8719322169594

GG105

GRILL GURU ONE MINUTE LIGHTER  

Light your BBQ in less than a minute with this electric One minute Lighter. One 
of the handiest accessories from Grill Guru. No more messing around with 
firelighters. By far the safest way to light your BBQ or to add more heat to the fire 
in between. Also ideal for use in your fireplace. Power cord length 2 metres.

     
EAN | 8719322169549

GG102

GRILL GURU GRID LIFTER 

This Grid Lifter is a handy tool for lifting and putting your hot grill rack 
back in place. Do that safely with this tool.

     
EAN | 8720365857553

GG727

NEW
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GRILL GURU ASH VACUUM CLEANER  

Cleaning your BBQ is a breeze with the Ash Vacuum Cleaner! Attach the Ash Vacuum 
Cleaner to your vacuum cleaner. Forget about messing around with your dustpan 
and brush. You can work quickly and efficiently with the Ash Vacuum Cleaner.

     
EAN | 8719322164681

GG228

GRILL GURU BBQ BRUSH 

It is actually not done to clean a stainless steel grate. Real pitmasters and 
chefs heat the BBQ up properly, place their grill rack above the hot flame and 
brush it with a wire brush. Which wire brush? The brush from Grill Guru, of 
course. This long brush is fitted with a handy grip and an extra-long handle, so 
that you do not need to burn your hands even when the barbecue is hot.

     
EAN | 8719322168597

GG126

GRILL GURU CLEANING BRUSH  

You can clean your Grill Guru easily and quickly with this cleaning brush.

     
EAN | 8720365857638

GG731

NEW
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GRILL GURU REPLACEMENT GASKETS
Seal your Grill Guru with high performance felt for higher temperatures for the Grill Guru 
Small and Compact. Enough felt for the top, underside and chimney. Easy to apply thanks 
to the self-adhesive layer. For the instructional video, please go to: www.grillguru.nl.

| GG236 EAN | 8720168017130

| GG139 EAN | 8720168011824

| GG138 EAN | 8720168011817

GRILL GURU CERAMIC CLEANING SET 

Handy care kit that includes Cleaner 500 ML and Protector 500 ml  
as well as a cloth and scouring pad.

     
EAN | 8720168014511

GG159

GRILL GURU CAST IRON CARE SPRAY 600 ML 

Would you like to enjoy your cast iron pans and grills for many years to 
come? The Cast Iron Care Spray by Grill Guru will keep all your cast iron 
accessories in peak condition. The oil provides an extra protective layer 
to prevent rust. Spray on your accessory after using and cleaning it.

     
EAN | 8720168017741

GG234

GRILL GURU RAINCOVERS
The Grill Guru rain cover is perfect for protecting your Grill Guru and your grill 
table. The rain cover is made of 100% polyester with a thick layer of coating 
on the back and protects your Grill Guru against weather and wind.

| GG725 EAN | 8720365857515

| GG724 EAN | 8720365857492

| GG723 EAN | 8720365857478

| GG726 EAN | 8720663981653
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